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Academic Scholarships Awarded to 74 S.U. Students

The list of academic scholarships awarded to
year were reS.U. students for the 1961-62 school
by
week
Spectator
this
Fr. Louis B.
to
The
leased
scholarship
Gaffney, S.J., chairman of the S.U.

committee.
Scholarship recipients will receive letters from
the committee with details on the amount of the

awards.

The following were granted renewals or new
awards:
JUNIORS: Nancy Arima (nursing), Roberta
Bogert (commerce & finance), Terrence Callaghan
(psychology),Dan Cummins (commerce & finance),
Laura Dywad language), Jack Fox (engineering),
Toni Gross (political science), Mary Hanley (edu-

cation).
Mary Ann

Christine Howard
(history), Benjamin Hubbard (education), Vernard
Korchinski (philosophy), Robert Kuhner (engineerHoare

(education),

ing), Kathleen Lynch (education), Janet Marckx

(education), Jacqueline Taeschner (education),
Chung Jen fan (engineering).
SOPHOMORES: Clifton Buck (psychology)
Robert Bumham (political science), David Ferguson (mathematics), David Foley (general com-

merce), Gayle Fowler (psychology), Janet Green-

field (psychology),Kenneth Grubenhoff (foreign

language).
Margaret

Hanks (language), Jeanne Hawksford
(psychology), James Maclsaac (engineering), Ann
MacQuarrie (education), Marion McKinnon (nursing), Mary Paumier (English), Robert Penne (political science), David Predeek (physics), Margaret
Raney (medical technician), Judy Schlosser (psychology), John Suchoski (chemistry),Steven Whippie (education), Mrs. Sharon Yates (education).
FRESHMEN: John Adamski (engineering),
Gerald Baydo (history), Joan Berry (accounting),

MaureenHakker (economics), DavidHon (physics),
John Kerry (politicalscience), KathleenKriss (social
studies), Mary Ellen Krug (Ist Humanities), Sallee
McCormack (nursing),Leanne Morrison (education),
Christopher Mortimer (philosophy), Phillis Mullen
(English).
Joan Newell (literature), Mary Owens (mathematics), Thomas Ozretich (chemistry), Richard
Peterson (Ist Humanities), Jerilyn Pickeri ng
Patricia Subica (education), Alva Wright (mathematics).
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'Carousel to Conclude Tolo Activities
"Cotton Carnival" is the
theme of today's AWS tolo
day. The annual event will conclude tonight with the cotton

flo,

"Carousel."

The dance will be at the
orselander from 9 p.m. to
midnight. Music will be provided by Archie Kyle's orchestra. Programs for the noncorsage dance are on sale tothe Chieftain for $2.75.

tin

Sale booths are on themalland
in the Chieftain. Town Girls
are selling cotton candy, Marycrest is selling ice cream and
McHugh Hall is selling pop-

lished by the Ford Foundation. Announcement of the

THE BIG SWITCH: Masculinity will reign today as the
women on campus will treat the men royally because of
tolo day. Walt Wilson is being administered to by coed
THfc NEW SPURS, dressed slaves (standing, from left): Kathy McNulty, Peggy
in costume, are peddling pickand Betty Sanders. Kneeling (from left) are: Carol
les for a nickle from 9 a.m. to Dibb
Kay Neff, Ann McQuarrie and Peggy Sherry.
Conroy,
project.
pledge
1p.m. as their

In addition to the review, a number of outstanding cadet
officers and men will receive awards from the military science
department.
RECEIVING THE superior cadet ribbon will be Cadet Col.
Michael J. Buckley, senior; Cadet 2nd Lt. Daniel J. Cummins,
junior; Cadet Capt. Carl R. Propp, sophomore; and Cadet Earl
G. D'Orazio. The ribbon is awarded by the Department of the
Army to a student in each class who has demonstrated outstanding qualities as a potential officer.
The awards will 'be made by General Zierath.
THE SCABBARD and Blade graduating senior medal will
be presented to Cadet Lt. Col. Lan W. Larson by The Very Rev.
A. A. Lemieux. The medal is presented by the S.U. chapter of
the military to the graduate who possesses the qualities to merit
the title "outstanding senior member."
Cadet Lt. Col. Richard L. Long will be presented the Reserve Officers' Assn. scholarship award by Brig. Gen. Max K.
Bitts, Commanding general, 498th Engineer Brigade.
BRIG. GEN. HAROLD L. Goss (Ret.) will present the
Association of the United States Army medal to Cadet Ist Lt.
RaymondL. Bernadelli. This is presented annually to the junior
ROTC cadet who is in the upper ten per cent of his class and
is judged to have contributed most to the ROTC program.
In addition to the military awards there will be a presentation of the rank of honorary colonel or lieutenant colonel to the
Ball court.
members of the ROTC Military awards,
see page 2).
(For other Spring Review

the S.U. students better, he said.
WITH THE MORE frequent production, The Spectator will
be able to publish more and later news, Jim Harnish, editor, said.
The Spectator has been a weekly almost since it was first
mimeographed in January, 1933.
"A LARGER STAFF of experienced writers and enthusiastic workers makes us feel confident that The Spectator can
take this difficult step," Fr. Greene said.
He added that a school the size of S.U. should be publishing more frequently than weekly. He cited the U. of San Francisco, a smaller school than S.U., which publishes a daily.
SHOULD THE SERVICE and prestige of the twice-a-week
publication fail to receive the necessary support, it will be
necessary to revert to the once-a-week schedule, Father said.
Harnish said that according to present plans, the newspaper would come out 57 times next year, on Wednesdays and
Fridays. Until advertising and other revenues increase, most
of the issues will have four pages.

The honors program at S.U. has been granted $117,by
-000
the Fund for the Advancement of Education esta-

Vegetable corsages can be
purchased from Colhecon,
home economics club, and cut
flowers are being sold by Silver Scroll. The Pep Club is selling pop.

The S.U. Reserve Officer Training Corps will wind
up its drill year with the annual Spring Review this afternoon. The Corps will pass in review at 1:30 p.m. at Ft.
Lawton before a group of high ranking officers of the
X Army Corps and the S.U. ROTC department.
MAJ. GEN. FREDERICK R. Zierath, who recently assumed
command of the X Corps, will be reviewing officer.

The Spectator will publish twice weekly next year. The
announcement was made today by Fr. Francis J. Greene, S.J.,
the paper's adviser.
The paper's staff will double production in order to serve

Honors Course Given
$117,000 Ford Grant

ARXIVAL activities are

going on throughout the day.

ROrC fo Pass in Review
At Fort Lawton Today

.

Spectator to Publish
Twice-Weekly in Fall

SEATTLE
Volume XXVIII

THE FOLLOWING were granted subsidized
scholarship renewals: The BoeingCompany; Joseph
DeLoy (engineering),Lawrence McHugh (engineering), Michael Moran (engineering). Western Gear
Foundation; Raymond Bernadelli (engineering).
Gary Harkins (engineering),Italian Club; Joseph
A. Bossi (physics), Stanley Otis (political science),
MagnusonScholarship; Lawrence Hebner (engineering), Paul Maffeo (political science).
NEW AWARDS include: Richard Williamson
Jones Scholarships; MarianneKreiling (psychology),
Frank H. Matthews (engineering),Dominic E. Puzzo
(Ist Humanities). Crown Zellerbach Company;
Kathleen Kelly (psychology). King County Women's
Democratic Committee; Anne P. Donovan (political
science)
THE FIVE FORD Foundation pregraduate
assistantships winners were at the top of their
classes and would have won top awards from th.s
university if they had not already won awards.
They are: Sharon Missiaen (psychology), Charles
Verharen (English), Gary Haggard (mathematics),
John Meany (chemistry) and Bonnie Lawrence
(physics).

S.U. Blood Drive
Totals 164 Pints
The totalnumber of pints
taken in Alpha Phi Omega's
blood drive was 164 pints,
according to Larry Tanzer,
chairman.
Wednesday's donors totalled 71 and yesterday's
was 93.
Tanzer told The Spectator
he was disappointed in the
turnout. "I was expectingat
least 40 more pints," he said.

grant was made yesterday by the Very Rev. A. A.
Lemeiux,S.J., S.U. president.

This is the second award
IX A LETTER to Fr. Lemade to the honors prothe secretary of t h c
gram. The first grant of mieux,said,
Fund
"The Fund is im$15,000 last year, was used pressed with
the accomplishto establish a freshman pro- ments to date under this program.

THE NEW GRANT covers
personnel and administrative
expenses for a three-year period. Terms of the grant call
for an allotmentof $46,000 for
the 1961-62 school year, $39,-000 and $32,000 for the next
two years.
S.U. currently offers a twoyearhonors program for freshmen and a one-year senior
seminar program. According
to Fr. Thomas L. O'Brien, S.J.,
director of the program, the
new grant will be used to implement the projected expansion of these programs, including the enrollment of 10
additional freshmen next fall.

gram, and is happy to have
the opportunity to be of assistance to S.U. in carrying forward this activity."
Fr. O'Brien has proposed
three possible new third-year
programs. The first would call
tor a year of study overseas
either at the Sorbonne or the
University of Vienna.
THE SECOND program
would see the student move
into a major study area at
S.U. on an independent study
basis in an accelerated program. The third would call for
a year of review in depth of
the material taken in the first
two years, followedby a fourth
year of research study in correlated areas.

Fr. Lemieux to Offer Baccalaureate Mass
The Baccalaureate Mass will be celebrated next Friday at 10:30 a.m. at St.
James Cathedral. The Most Rev. Martin
M. Johnson, D.D., Coadjutor Archbishop
of Vancouver,8.C., will preach the Baccalaureate sermon.
The Most Rev. Thomas A. Connolly,
D.D., Archbishop of Seattle, will preside at
the Mass.

CLASSES WILL BE dismissed at 9:40 a.m.,
the academic vice
president. There will be no 10 or 11 a.m.
classes, but noon classes will meet as usual.
Members of the faculty and graduating seaccording to the office of

niors will march in academic gown at the Mass.
OFFICERS of the Mass include: The Very
Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J., celebrant; Fr. James
W. King, S.J., deacon; Fr. James P. Goodwin,
S.J., subdeacon; Fr. Gerard M. Evoy, S.J., assistant to Archbishop Connolly; Frs. Cornelius
J. O'Leary, S.J., and Paul P. Luger, S.J., deacons of honor to Archbishop Connolly.
Frs. Ernest P. Bertin, S.J., and Louis B.
Gaffney, S.J., will be chaplains to Archbishop
Johnson. Masters of ceremonies will be' Fr.
Lawrence Willenborg, at the throne, and Fr.
Francis J. Lindekugel, S.J., at the altar. Fr.
Owen M. McCusker, S.J., will be cross bearer.
The S.U. Chorale will sing Pietro Yon's
Mass, "Te Deum Laudamus."
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Warehouse Bell Works Good,
Like a Burglar Alarm Should

Friday,May 26, 1961

Afternoon Classes Cause Comment
By MARILYN KAM AND CARY BERG
The Spectator s inquiring reporters polled

84 students this we*ek to learn of the students'
feelings about a proposed requirement of afternoon classes for freshmen. Of those asked,
members of all classes, only 18 favored the new
ruling.
Some representativecomments were:
Don Volta (senior) "I would like them.
Ican't get all my classes in, in the morning.
I
have' to take some at night."
(Early indications are that most classes
offered in the afternoon would be lower division, core curriculum courses.)
Paul Maffeo (junior): "It's fine with me
we owe it to the community to use our
resources."
Joan Schumacher (freshman): "I am definitely for afternoon classes. Iknow Iwould
study more in between classes. Iam only
so afternoon
working four hours a night
classes wouldn't interfere with work. Now I
just go home and play around in the afternoon."
Patty Knott (freshman): "It's fine for anytime but spring. Iwouldn't mind as long as
everybody else goes. It's not so good for people
who work."
Alice DeMeyer (sophomore): "They're OK
if they don't conflict with work, but they do. I
would avoid them if possible."
Mary Kay Owens (freshman) : "Ithink it's
too hard to concentrate in the afternoon. One
gets worn out from morning classes. And it

. ..

...

— Spectator photo by Randy Lumpp

INTERESTED AUDIENCE. A group of Xavier men "just
standin' around" wait for developments while the Seattle
Police Dept. investigates the burglar alarm ringing at
the Acme Sales Warehouse May. 24.
The newly-installed burglar
alarm in the Acme Food Sales
Warehouse, across the street
irom the Chieftain and Xavier
like a
Hall, works good

.

..

Tickets Still Available
For Victoria Cruise
Persons interested in the
Victoria cruise may purchase tickets tomorrow at
the C.P.R. dock prior to departure time, according to
Mike Reynolds, cruise chair-

man.

The package tour price is
510.25. This includes the round
trip aboard the Princess Marguerite, a smorgasbord lunch
and a deluxe city tour.
The boat leaves at 8 a.m.
from the Lenora Street Pier.
The dock can be reached by
taking the No. 2 West Queen
Anno bus and getting off at
Ist Avenue and Lenora and
walking two blocks.
Those who drive their own
cars may park under the Alaskan Way Viaduct on Lenora
Street or on Alaskan Way
across from the dock.
Reynolds emphasized that
tourists must bring some
means of identification for
American and Canadian immi-

burglar alarm should. A little
too good, in fact.
LATE ON MAY 24, Xavier
residents and The Spectator
staff were interrupted when
the tintinnabulation of the
alarm sounded off at 11:30
p.m. The night watchman,
making his nightly rounds,
pushed one of the warehouse
doors. The door, although
locked, "gave" enough to break
the contact on the alarm.
Residents of the men's dorm,
passersby, Brigadoon cast
members, and two police cars
converged on the scene. One
ambitious student attempted to
quench the noise with paper
the attempt
cups of water
failed.
ALL HANDS trying to quell
the ear-shattering sound discovered that a burglar alarm
is built to go on and stay on
until the proper authorities
shut it off.
The Spectator log shows all
was normal againat 12:25 a.m.

...

Examination Schedule
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High dividends

Seasonal positions
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EARL F. ANGEYINE CO.
Painting Contractors

GARTER NOW ENCO
The Carter Oil Company
which annually gives S.U. a
grant of $2,000 is expanding
its operations in this area under the name of "Enco."

Office Careers

...

The 67th meeting of the StuMonday, June 5
regular class period
all classes
dent Senate will be Sunday
all classes
Wednesday, June 7
regular class period
at 7 p.m. in the conference
all classes
Tuesday, June 6
regular class period
room. All students are invited
Wednesday, June 7
cr Daily
all
classes
regular class period
!
to attend.
Wednesday. June 7
regular class period
UtMWF
all classes
The senators plan to dis- !
regular class period
Tuesday, June 6
cr TTh
all classes
conto
the
new
by-laws
cuss
—
8:10 — 10:00
Thursday, June 8
stitution.
1 and 5
8:10 classes
8:10 — 10:00
Friday, June 9
'J:10 classes
The appointment of finan- >redit
Thursday, June 8
10:10 classes
10:10 — 12:00
cial board appointees who are "ourses
11:10 classes
10:10 12:00
Friday, June 9
Ginger Ruby, Jerry Flynn and neeting
Thursday, June 8
12:10 classes
12:10— 2:00
Dennis Williams will be up for laily
12:10— 2:00
Friday, June 9
1:10 classes
approval. The senators will
2:10
Thursday, June 8
2:10 classes
4:00
also appoint a school song
courses,
all
other
course,
laboratory
only
committee.
For one credit hour
and
time
Approval of activities calen- classes not included in the above, please obtain examination
from the instructor of the course. Such examinations are usually
dar which was drawn up by a scheduled
for the last class periodprior to June 7th.
presidents' meeting last week
will be on the agenda.
COPYftIOHT © 1961, TH( COCA-COLA COMPANY COCA-COLA AND COKE ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS
Dave Irwin and Tom Mulledy, ASSU president and treasurer, will propose a new financial measure which would put
all the ASSU funds into a general category during the summer.

LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB?

gration authorities.

REGISTER NOW
For well-paying
PERMANENT

Student Senate to Act
On New Appointments

eliminates working for some kids."
Jan Greenfield (sophomore): "Ithink they
should put comp and such required subjects in
the afternoon. Upperclassmen have to work
anyway."
Dean Zahren (junior) : "I think students
would get more of a chance to get the classes
they wanted. They should have electives in the
afternoon.
Donna Sell (freshman): "I don't like them,
but I
think they should have them because they
are more convenient for some people than they
are for others. Ihad one from 1 to 2 p.m. It
makes the day too long."
Dave Irwin (junior and ASSU president) :
"They are going to have to come because of
increasing enrollment. It will give more continuity, more university spirit. Most students
won'tlike them in spring quarter."
Lori Mills (senior) : "Im not for them if
they are mandatory. Many students need their
afternoons free. There should be three phases
of university life: Academic, spiritual and social. Students need afternoons for social."
Ed Chow (junior) : "It depends upon the
student. If the student can work it in, fine.
The main reason many students go to S.U. is
the opportunity free afternoons provide. Many
students would drop out if they couldn't work."
Walli Zimmerman (senior) : "No. A number of the students have to work. Some have
to support a family
Many come to S.U. because of the free afternoons. Afternoon classes
would interrupt the day just like labs do.

CH 3-3565

people get that refreshing
m

W

J£~~ /OT^\'"^fe

/<^£f^ y^/^^-

Our Beef
i* Beefier"

Sylvia
PERSONNEL SERVICE
527 Seaboard Bldg.

McCANN'S

lk

MEN AND BOYS SHOP

«i» iiipat o#«

Mm

MAin 3-0227
1629 SIXTH AYE.
SEATTLE I.WASHINGTON

OPEN 10 AM TO 2 A.M. 7 DAYS
BROADWAY DISTRICT
1001 E. PINE
EA.3-3450

RAINIERDISTRICT
4406 RAINIER
fA. 3-4144

WEST SEATTLE
35th and AVAION
WE. 7-3043

Boltlfd uddtr authority of
Thf Coc»-Col« Company by

PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Seattle, Washington
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$400 or More:

'Best Ever':

Seattle Teachers
To Receive Raises

Brigadoon A Bonnie Good Show
3

By JAN KELLY

"Brigadoon," S.U. music
department's spring proThe Seattle School Board last week approved teacher pay duction, played to capacity
raises ranging from $400 to $840 a year. The raise goes Into audiences last weekend in
effect for the 1961-62 school year.
Pigott Auditorium. The auFor graduating S.U. education majors, a job with the diences saw the "most polSeattle public schools offers a $400 yearly increase in salary ished production ever
at
from the previous pay scale.
S.U."
$4,600
rather
than
entering
pay scale of
The new-teacher's
This polish was achieved
$4,200 per nine-month school year puts Seattle in competition
with other school districts around the nation as well as around through long,hard hours of
By CHUCH

VERHAREN

the state.

IN WASHINGTON itself, the Seattle scale of $4,600 is
$100 above the state median of $4,500. In a comparison with
other Western states, Seattle only falls below the median of
California, which has the highest median in the nation.
The Board also announced the termination of pay increments based on years of training and experience alone. Beginning with the 1962-63 school year, pay raises will be granted
only when a certain amount of prescribed course work is accomplished. This work can be either towards a doctorate or the
completion of courses offered by the school district.
DETAILS OF THE NEW pay increment system will be
worked out during the present year and put into effect in the
1962-63 year.
Ernest W. Campbell,superintendent of SeattlePublic
Schools, said that the teachers prefer the new system of pay
increment to the old system of year-to-year pay seniority. The
system's purpose is to improve the professional quality of elementary and secondary school teachers.
Campbell also said that, teachers generally agree the pay
raise is the most satisfactory which could be effected with the
available resources.
TEACHERS WITH A doctorateand thirteen years of teaching experience will receive $8,840 a year. This is a new pay
scale. Top pay for a teacher with a master's degree is $8,640.
This is an increase from $7,800.

rehearsal by the cast, the excellent direction of Mrs. Mapy
Egan and the musical direction of Mr. Carl Pitzer.

THE REAL ACTOR of the
show was Larry Goodman, portraying Jeff Douglas. Goodman was a convincing comedian, his lines well-timed and
spoken naturally.
The show-stopping musical
number was "Almost Like Being in Love." Nanci Cook, as
Fiona MacLaren, and Carlysle
Dehner, as Tommy Albright,
did a splendid job with this
romanticnumber.Nanci's voice
is much improved since last
year and was the best trained
of all the soloists. Dehner was
less effective, but in two years
he has developed poise and
confidence and his voice showed increasing range and timbre.
Aside from Goodman's lines,
the humor department was
taken over by Carol Cherberg
Conger playing Meg Brockie.
Carol belted out "The Love of

COME TO ME: Pat Butler sings a romantic solo in the
operetta, "Brigadoon." Dancers are (from left): Carole
Deßock, MaryMcNcaly and Dianne Solomon.
My Life" and "My Mother's
Wedding Day" with appropriate gusto. She was obviously
a favorite of the audience.
THE LILTING quality evident in Pat Butler's solo,
"Come to Me, Bend to Me,"
showed considerable improvement since "Desert Song"
days. However, his cavorting
during "Go Home with Bonnie
Jean" distracted the audience
from an otherwise enjoyable
production number.
A difficult acting part was
that of the elderly Scotsman,
Andrew MacLaren. Paul Pival
did an admirable job.
THE ADDITION of Carroll
to introduce the night
club scene provided the ideal

Collins

transition from the frivolity
of the preceding scene to the
humorous sophistication of the
New York bar. A definite surprise was the delightful acting
of Eileen Moule as the
"worldly" Miss Ashton.
The dramatic highlights of
the show were the chase and
the funeral scene. Although
handicapped by a small stage,
the chase of Dean Zahren, as
Harry Beaton, by the men was
effectively staged to look l^ke
a chase. The abrupt change
from the festival mood to the
gloom of the funeral scene was
difficult, but capably handled.
THE CHOREOGRAPHY of
the production left much to be
desired. Rarely were all the
girls in step and their actions
were stiff and stilted,
SPECIAL MENTION must
be made of the colorful costuming of Freda Hattrup and
Sheila Donohoe and their committee.
Contributing to "Brig-

adoon's" professional touch
were the set designs by Ro
Ford and the lighting effects
by Ford and Bud Zabelle.

fa

POPULAR DELUXE

CHEESEBURGE
HAWAIIAN

/j for it! 95

Delicious,3-part, open-faced
cheeseburger, 2 slices grilled pineapple, shredded coconut, maraschi.
no cherry, lettuce and French Fries!
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Clark's

ROUND THE CLOCK
OPIN 24 HOURS DAILY

1001 Olive Way

MA 2-2654

KAUFER
CO.
TRADITIONALLY
RELIABLE SINCE 1904

CATHOLIC GIFT
AND SUPPLY

HEADQUARTERS

1904 FOURTH AYE.

'
"
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11. J.Reynolds

w iats UP

YOUNG MEN
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Opportunity Unlimited

counts

IFILTER-BLENDI gives you the real flavor you want in
a cigarette. Rich golden tobaccos specially selected and
specially processed for filter smoking-that's Filter-Blend.

Tobacco Co., Wlnnton-Salcm. N. C.

International organization will hire
ten men who have completed minimum one year of college for promotional marketing program. Salary $100 per week and monthly
bonus to qualified individuals.
Training before finals at company
expense. Men selected must be
ready to work by June 10. Call
MA 2-6427, Seattle, for appointment, personal interview, or write:
Mr. R. D. Shelton, P.O. Box 1911,
Seattle, Washington.
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Editorial:

Aid for Inequality?

The South is again turbulent. Steps toward racial equality
in interstate travel are causing riots and arrests in Mississippi
and Alabama.
On Monday, near the climax of the Montgomery riots, an
amendment to President Kennedy's $2.5 billion aid-to-education
billwas defeated in the U.S. Senate. The amendment by Senator
Bush (R-Conn.) would have barred federal aid to schools which
arenot making progress in achievingracial integration.

THE SPECTATOR
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Brown, Kearns, Irwtn

Student Government Discussed
By JUDY KING

Communication and longrange planning were cited
as the problems in student
government by ex ASSU
presidents Sam Brown
(1959-'6O) and Tom Kearns
(1960-'6l) and present
WHY SEND FEDERAL marshals to encourage bus-riding ASSU president Dave Irwin.
rights and yet specifically point out that federal funds may be
Sam, who is a senior in
used to strengtheneducational inequality?
Why did Washington's two Senators, Warren G. Magnuson psychology from Seattle,
said, "There is a problem first
and Henry M. Jackson, vote with 52 other Democrats and seven
Republicans against the measure? Twenty-one Republicans and of all of mapping out a course
of action with the students
four Democrats voted for the amendment.

-

and faculty and integrating
DID OUR SENATORS sacrifice American democratic prin- the plan into the whole picture
of university life. If a plan
ciples to playpolitical patsy with the Southerners?
fails it is either because it
How can the 59 Senators claim that in the U.S. everyone is didn't integrate
into the whole
rights?
opportunity
for
constitutional
equal
equal
with
created
picture smoothly, or it wasn't
We presume the 59 Senators voted down the amendment be- in line with what the faculty
cause they feared that the Southern Senators would not support had conceived or the timing
the complete billif it included the Bush amendment.
was wrong."
TOM, A JUNIOR in educaAMERICA WAS DISGUSTED last Monday with the prejudiced blindness and barbaric display of some Southern citizens tion said, "One of the primary
and cheap politicians. Monday was a good day for the Senate problems in student government is communication beto draw the line and stand up for American principles.
Actually, are the Southern States so financially well off tween the faculty and student
that they could afford to snub federal aid for education? Just body in respect to whatis haphow strong is that Southern balance of power bloc? How long pening at specific times and
who is in charge of specific
will some Southern Senators block civil rights?
jobs. Lack of communication
MAYBE THE OVERALL good of education would move on both sides purposely or
through negligence often rethem from their un-American stand against integration.
The Senate let a golden opportunity pass. Maybe we share sults in hard feelings or cancellation of programs that the
in that blame by not writing to Magnuson and Jackson.
ASSU had planned."
Dave, who was first vice
MAYBE WE CAN still do something. If Magnuson and
under Tom's adminJackson receive letters from us condemning their stand on the president
istration
and
a junior in real
vote
next
time
Amendment,
they
might
differently
the
civil
Bush
insurance, said,
estate
and
principles
politics.
and
rights forces a decision between
"There is always a problem in
communication. It is important
to have a definite policy mapped out and to have the ASSU
office work closely with the
administration in projecting
the image of S.U."
"ITHINK MY BIGGEST job
By DAN ZIMSEN
will
be awakening the student
Zimsen is a 1960 graduate of S. U., now a second
body to their responsibilities
lieutenant with the Army in Germany. This is the secas students and as Catholicond of two articles describing Germany as he sees it.
students. University life should
out,
Once out of the city, even just a few kilometers
not be a big social affair, but
the country is much the same as it was decades ago. The a time for intellectual activity.
agriculturaleconomy is almost medieval.
Students should be aware of
the problems facing the world
plots
land,
several
plot
perhaps
a
of
Farmers till
today andthe need for dynamic
scattered miles apart around the valley, and make their leadership and concrete ideas."
virtually
unchanged
homes in the picturesque walled villages,
In discussing the place of
for several hundred years.
student government on college
THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES are hard-working and campuses, Sam said, "Student
friendly (forever shaking hands every time they meet) and the government is the channel for
pace is relaxed, the atmosphere peaceful and restful.
student opinion and student
The valleys spread out like a patch-work quilt, checkered rights. It is an effective instruwith alternate green and brown fields, green woodlots and hillside vineyards cut by lazily wandering country roads and dotted with crooked villages nestling under the protective shoulder
of a hill or in the crook of a river bend.
THE BOTTOM LANDS and flat hilltops are in crops and
truck gardens; the southern slopes of the hills, too steep to
farm, are terraced to grow grapes. The steeper the hill, the
better. The grapes get more sun on a steep hill. The northern
By JAMES CRONIN
slopes of the hills which are unfarmable ravines, are forested.
In
relation to the Eichgrazing
livestock. All the aniThere are no lands set aside for
trial, and the recent
mann
mals are kept in the barns and feedlots.
The Germans forest with a plan. All woodlands are divided revival of interest in the
into small plots and placed under the care of the Forestmaster. Hitler regime and Nazi war
Under his direction residents of the area keep the forest in crimes, a movie entitled
trim. There is no undergrowth, there are no fallen trees, no "Mein Kampf" (My Struggle)
cutting of branches or Christmas trees. The position of each has been showing at one of
tree is mapped and its history meticulously recorded. If a tree Seattle's major theatres. The
is damaged through negligence, somebody pays for it. The gomovie tells the story of Adolf
ing price is about $65 a tree.
and his Nazi governCONSIDERING THAT GERMANY is Western Europe's Hitler
ment, paralleling their develleader,
primitive.
surprisingly
industrial
the hinterlands are
opment with Hitler's book of
The preponderance of the farming is done by horse and hand. the same title.
Plowing is shallow, usually only three or four inches. Seed is
sown by hand, broadcast, and harvest is by hand scythe and
THE MOVIE is a composite
wooden .rake. The few tractors are mostly old one-cylinder of newsreels, captured Nazi
Diesel numbers that huff and chuff along like a steam engine. war films, and various other
There are even one or two steam-driven tractors around.
films and pictures, some of
WHERE THE STEAM engine is in its glory, however, is them found in secret vaults.
on the little narrow-gaugelines that run from one small town These films are excellently
to another, total road, maybe 20 miles. Nearby there is a mar- compiled into a very good narvelous narrow-gauge line, complete with antique steam engine, rative history of Hitler's rise
ancient coaches complete with slat-back benches and potbellied and fall.
stoves. It makes one or two round trips between Eppingen and
To give unity to the film,
Lauffen, two towns about the size of Puyallup.
producer has used the oc—
the
In spite— of the popularity of the "people's wagon" the cupation of Poland as an exVolkswagen a large number of the rural population still trav- ample and portrayal of Hitler's
els by shank's mare, horse and wagon, or the family tractor.
deeds; the Polish people sufALL IN ALL, GERMANY is as much a frontier as any fering the same, if not greater,
incongruities
in the world. The
of progress seen in a short walk reprisals and horrors as the
through any of these hamlets make as much of a contrast as rest of the countries under
the dog sled side-by-side with the airplane. There might be a Hitler's domination.
Mercedes 190 SL stopped beside the community well; a magnificent hi-fi sits in the window of a store 500 years old, and
AT ABOUT THE middle of
a TV antenna sprouts from the roof of a house, while the moo- the film there is a short seing of cattle comes from the basement. That must be the para- quence about Adolf Eichmann.
The film tends to portray him
dox of progress.

Zimsen Describes
German Countryside

THREE HEADS ARE BETTER than one, especially when
all three heads are student body presidents. S.U. presi— are (from left):Tom
past, present and future
dents
Kearns, Sam Brown and Dave Irwin.

—

ment in which students can
When asked what the attioperate and express their tude of the student body has
ideas, even though they are been toward student governdifferent from the faculty's." ment in the last three administrations, Sam said, "I don't
"I THINK IT IS a question think there
person who
of whether student government can tell you is one
measure of the
is a privilege or a right," said job you havethe
done. That quesTom. "I think it is both. On tion is more proper to the stuour campus it coordinates stu- dents themselves."
dent affairs for the betterment
of the university. We students
"GOVERNMENT ITSELF is
are the products of and the more in the eye of the students
reason for S.U. student govern- because of the change in adment coordinates our affairs ministration on the national
so that our ideas are presented level," said Tom. "Therefore,
in the proper way."
student government will be"Student government is here come a more important aspect
to represent the majority of of student life."
the students," said Sam, "and
Sam added, "I think that
if the administrationblocks the most students have a superfiwishes of the students, then cial idea of what student govstudent government must fight ernment is. If students would
for the students."
take the trouble to find out
what student government can
SAID,
DAVE
"I agree that be they could activate their
student government is an ex- own potential."
pression of student opinion,
but I
don't think you can prac"I DISAGREE TO a point,"
tically say that you represent said Dave. "Students are bethe majority. You really rep- coming very powerful and are
resent the students that you sought after on the national
definitely come in contact scene. They are going to have
with; you represent a number to re-evaluate themselves and
of minorities. Another thing become more interested in stuyou have to watch out for as dent government because this
president is to find out what is the focal point of their exthe students do want and not pression. Ido think students
necessarily What the president are beginning to think for
wants."
themselves."

Movie Review;

'Mein Kampf Fine Composite
as being the equal of people
such as Hess and Heydrich,
who were considered "firstclass" war criminals. According to the Nuremberg trial
classifications, Eichmann is
considered a "fourth-class"
war criminal, and certainly not
worthy of being put on the
same level with first-class war
criminals.
Newsweek Magazine, at the
height of the interest in and
excitement of the Eichmann
trial says, "In all truth, Eichmann is too puny, too trivially
human to bear the weight of

the monstrous charges that are
being leveled against him." It
is up to the viewer to decide
why this parallel is in the film,
or even why the film was

created.

ON THE WHOLE, the movie
can be considered an excellent
short history of review of the
Nazi government, Hitler, and
the causes of the Second World
War in Europe.It is wellworth
seeing if there exists an incomplete picture in the mind
of the student inregard to this
aspect of history.
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Sweet Little Chief Dogwood:

Amazons Beat Tolos by Altar Plan
By SUE HACKETT

■ In

the deepest depths of

Africa

there was once a tribe of pygmies called
Tolos. Today they are no longer
they were swiped up by some
iere
range beasts around the year 686 B.S.H.
not
This we will explain later on
ishing to spoil the plot before it gets off

—

tie

...

ground.)
THE TOLOS WERE RULED by one big
■lla (almost 41") called Sweet Little Chief
ogwood. The rumor is that his mother liked
owers, his father hated them, and they compromised on Dogwood.
He was very much respected by his followers (hated by the rest of the tribe), but lived
in constant fear of marriage. He had a complex—he knew he was "the catch" around.
He was king —and all women being ambitious
for their unborn sons—wished to have Sweet
Little Dogwood as father for their unborn sons.
THEPLOT THICKENS.There was a neighboring tribe, somewhat of —the Amazon—order.
They didn't have enough well, any men
around, and being women, they missed them.
Their numbers were decreasing by the day;
they had just the opposite of a population explosion
a displotion. They weren't doing
too well on their birth rate.
ie

...

5

Marycrest President

The ladies got together at the weekly
cackle-juice klatch and began discussing their
problem, the universal problem of women
everywhere.
THEIR CLOSEST ENEMY was Sweet Little
Chief Dogwood of the Tolo tribe, and they
couldn't think of anything dirtier to do him
than capture him in marriage, along with a
few of his comrades, of course. That way they
could not only boost their own birth rate, but
amalgate the whole mess. (This we will not
bother to explain later on.)
This brings us to the year 686 B.S.H. The
strange beasts were of course the Amazonlike creatures, and when they swiped the
Tolos, they swiped them. Sweet Little Chief
Dogwood really feared marriage when he saw
one of these strange creatures coming to whisk
him away. One thing he was happy about,
though, this creature wasn't ambitiousfor their
unborn son, he wasn't being married for his
money, or job, or title, because obviously he
had to leave these behind.
THIS ALL HAPPENTD in 686 Before the
first famous Sadie Hawkins Day race— one of
the most inhuman types of male suffrage ever
invented anywhere. Of course, there is a parallel, snagging a helpless (?) male. Bow your
heads and say a prayer for Sweet Little Chief
Dogwood of the Tolo tribe.

Letters To The Editor:

Stresses Pros of Dorm

MAXINE ORTMEIER
By URETCHEN FREDERICK

also be AWS secretary. This

"The primary advantages year she was secretary of
of living in a dorm are Homecoming, a member ot
and secretary of Intergroup living, meeting new Spurs,
hallCouncil. At Marycrest, she
girls, and learning how to was vice-president of the sth
get along with them."
floor. In addition, Maxine was
AWS Girl of the Year.
named
MAXINE ORTMEIER.
time, she does
minds as to the importance of sophomore education major In her spare
office work for Dr. Charles La«
comparison
news
in
this
article
from Port Townsend, stresses
political science profesto the content of other featured the "pros" of Marycrest liv- Cugna,
sor.
articles.
ing. Maxine, who was elected
Maxine graduated from Port
We hope that this letter will president of Marycrest for the Townsend High School in 1959.
coming
pertinence
while
its
feels
that
dorm
year,
printed
be
When asked why she chose
life provides a "transitionary S.U., she
still exists.
replied, "It was close
Jess Pedersen, junior class period towards independence." to home, and Iwanted to at"Of course," she laughed,"you
president-elect.
a Catholic university afare a lot closer to campus ac- tend
Jr.,
junior
ter attending public schools all
Rogers,
Phil
tivities also."
my life."
class vice-president elect.
Maintaining that learning to
MAXINE IS AN avid stereo
live in a dorm involves a degree of personal adjustment, fan. She has a nice set of Her
and collects records, parMaxine said, "The girls must own
learn to live in a confined area, ticularly percussion albums.
the sports side, she likes
and adjust to discipline." She On
football, water-skiing, and, at
a
on
girls
Ford,
sophomore
went
to say that the
Abbe
present, is trying to learn how
from Vancouver, 8.C., was re- must learn to like community to play tennis.
food.
leased from Swedish Hospital
"It's not mother'shomecook"I've been trying to learn
yesterday after a two-week
ing," she laughed.
for two years," she said. "I
bout with plastic surgeons and
NEXT YEAR, Maxine will really enjoy it."
bone specialists.

M.U.N Delegates Congratulated

The following letter was
mailed to the Very Rev. A. A.
Lemieux, S.J., president of S.U.

1

DURING THE RECENT
Model United Nations Conference we had the pleasure of
having your student delegation
as well as the faculty representative stay at our motel. I
am writing to compliment you
on the excellent manner in
they conducted themlves. They most certainly are
credit to your school.
You may be interested to
know that we are unable to
pass this compliment along to
of the six delegations that
■re housed here. That is the
incipalreason we are writing

fhich

I

WE WERE IMPRESSED by

c leadership of your faculty
presentative, Mr. Miles Mccc, as well as the wholesome
tivities of your student deletes. If this group is reprentative of your school, one
>uld logically conclude that
v have an outstanding instiSincerely,

Walter V. Dennis
The New Oregon Motel

Dear Editor:
As members of next year's
junior class with the forethought in mind of planning a
successful Junior Prom, we
have enlisted the aid of a prepared questionnaire.
INPAST ISSUES it has been
The Spectator's policy to criticize preparations for the Prom,
without the offer of aid or constructive ideas.
Now that an honest attempt
is being made to raise the prospects for a bigger and better
Prom, we have found a complete absence of co-operation,
and an apathetic attitude on
the part of The Spectator towards our endeavor.
IT HAS BEEN OUR goal to
define a consensus of opinion
among the students in regards
to next year's Prom.
After accepting the challenge of this publicationin improving the Prom, we have
solicited their aid in informing
the student body of the pending
poll in last week's Spectator.
After an article had been written and submitted to The Spec-

Co-ed Recovering
From Auto Crash

Brown Scapular Promises
Grace of Final Contrition

ON ASCENSION Thursday,
Abbe and her roommate,
Rettie Crum, a freshman from
Butte, Montana, were traveling
By MARY ANN MEISSNER
down the Bothell highway
History abounds in promCOMPARING THE BKOWV
about 9 p.m. when another car
more or less impor- Scapular to other Marian demade a left turn in front of ises
tator, our acknowledgement them. Rettie was unable to tant
made by men and votions,Blessed Claude de la
came in the form of a resound- stop in time and the two cars women down through the Colombiere, S.J., declared. "I
aver without a moment's limiing silence.
collided. Rettie's car, a threeTHERE IS NO doubt in our week oldM.G., was demolished. centuries. Each is an ex- tation that the Scapular is the
ample of man's effort to most favored of all."
Lucy, when questioned in
construct a basis of expec1950 about the Fatima message
tation for the future.
said,
Lady wants all to
The greatest promise wear "Our
the Scapular."
man has ever received is
MAY 31 IS THE Feast of
the guarantee of heaven.
Our Lady's Queenship. This is
ON JULY 16, 1251, the the day on which Catholics ask
Queen of Heaven appeared to her that they may one day
St. Simon Stock. Surrounded abide with her in heaven. The
by a multitude of angels and assurance that their prayer
holding in her hands the will be answered is contained
Brown Scapular, the Blessed in history's greatest promise "
anyone who the promise of the Scapular.
Mother said; ".
1
S.U. faculty and students
T
/
dies clothed in this shall not
will have the opportunity to
suffer eternal fire ..."
Catholic theologians explain be enrolled in the Brown Scapthe promise to mean that scap- ular on this feast. Enrollment
ular-wearers, if properly dis- ceremonies, lasting about 10
posed, will receive from Mary, minutes, are scheduled for 10
at the hour of death, either the and 11a.m. in the school chapel
grace of final perseverence or and before the noon Mass in
the grace of final contrition.
the student lounge.

YOUR SUMMER
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Ft. Lawton Ceremonies:

OFFICIAL NOTICES
MEMORIAL DAY HOLIDAY
Tuesday, May 30, 1961, is Memorial Day and a University holiday. Classes will resume Wednes.
day, May 31.
Frank B. Costello, S.J.
Academic Vice President

dormiBEATING THE RUSH for rooms in the new men's
Anderson,
are from left: Russ Pogemiller, Tony
should be
Gene Dalbey and John Driscoll. The new dorm
S.J.,
McNulty,
said S.U.
ready by fall, 1962. Fr. Edmund
800
students.
approximately
for
space
this fall will have
in
Accommodations for about 200 more will be provided
than
higher
apartments off campus. Applications now are
they ever have been, Father said.
tory

More Editorial Staffers
Picked for The Spectator

Seattle.
Four more Spectator edi- from
Frederick, freshGretchen
torial positions were an- man from Seattle, will edit the
nounced this week by Jim feature page.
Harnish, editor.
PATRICIA STOKER, junior
Cary Berg, junior from from Tacoma, was reappointed
Seattle, was appointed as- to head the picture departsociate news editor. She will ment.
The Spectator is looking for
students interested in the padepartment.
TAKING CHARGE of the per's photo
year
next
department
ANYONE INTERESTED in
sports
will be Gerry Hanley, junior writing, advertising, or the
business side of the paper for
next year should attend a special meeting at 1p.m. on Monday in The Spectator office,
second floor Chieftain.
A chapel for women resident
students has been set up in
Marycrest's lower lounge, according to Fr. Louis A. Sauvain, S.J., student chaplain.
S.U.s Young Democrats will
Masses are offered at 6:30
and 7 a.m., Monday through sponsor the showing of
Friday. Saturday Mass will be '"Giant" this Sunday in Pigott
offered at 8:15 or 9:15 a.m. ac- Auditorium. The Academy
cording to the needs of the Award winning movie, starring
girls. No Mass will be said in the late James Dean, willbegin
at 7 p.m. Admission is 35 cents.
the chapel on Sunday
"GIANT" is adapted from a
The chapel is open all day
for visits to the Blessed Sacra- novel by Edna Ferber and will
ment. Stations of the Cross and co-star Elizabeth Taylor and
a confessional will be installed Rock Hudson.
at a laterdate.
According to Fr. Sauvain,
the establishment of the longawaited chapel was made possible "through the gracious
permission of the Archbishop."
Marycrest and Xavier
Halls will co -sponsor a
mixer from 10 p.m. to 12:30
a.m. Monday, according to
Mary McWherter, chairbe responsible for news story
assignments.

Chapel Opened
At Marycrest

V.D.'s Set 'Giant'
Movie
For
Sunday

Halls to Sponsor Mixer;
Cazzetta to Play Sax

Carol Conroy Elected
President of Spurs

was man. The dance will take
Carol Ann Conroychapplace on the patio outside
the
S.U.
to
head
elected
ter of Spurs for 1961-62, it was the third floor of the Pigott
announced this week by Mar- Bldg.
garet Raney, outgoing Spur
Proceeds from the 50
president.
cents
admission charge will go
Other officers elected by the to Jim Preston and Ken Gruorganization
service
women's
Mary benhoff for their African trip.
include: Vice president,Kathy
Refreshments will be served.
Kay Owens; secretary,
Al Rinaldi's orchestra will
Ermler; treasurer, Roberta
provide
livemusic. Coach Vince
Fred;editor,
Gretchen
Cordero
play the saxoerick; and historian, Kay

Lynch.

Cazzetta will
phone, according to Preston.

J&tk't DRIVE IN

HONOR STANDINGS
Graduates of 1961 are advised
that publication of honors in
Seattle news media is based on
the cumulative grade point average at the close of winter quarter 1961. In no case does this
indicate that these are official
and final honors.
The official statement of honors will appear only in the commencement program since final
honors standing is not computed
until spring quarter grades are

received.

Mary Alice Lee.

Registrar

TRANSCRIPTS

Spring quarter grade reports
for students who are attending
summer quarter will be available
at registration on June 19. Grade
reports for all other students will
be mailed sometime after June 25.
Students are asked to leave a
self-addressed stamped envelope
at the Registrar's Office if grades
are to be mailed to an address
other than that appearing on the
transcript.
Mary Alice Lee,
Registrar

SELECTIVE SERVICE
STATUS DEFERMENT
All students wishing academic
deferment from Selective Service
for the 1961-62 school year should

file a request at the Registrar's
office (P 251) for the University
to file a form 109 with their respective draft boards. The form
109 is a report on the academic
rank in class achievement by
each male student of the University during the past academic
year.
Academic deferments from Selective Service are usually granted
to students ranking in the upper
half of the freshman class, the
upper two-thirds of the sophomore class, the upper threefourths of the junior class, and
for seniors wishing to go on to
graduate school, students in the
upper half of the senior class.
C. R. Harmon
Selective Service Co-ordinator

S.U. ROTC Drill Team
Wins in Competition
The S.U. ROTC drill team
won first place in the marching
competition at Port Townsend's
annual Rhododendron Festival
last weekend.
Under the command of Cadet
Capt. Carl Propp and Capt.
Francis K. Price, adviser, the
drill team has given several exhibitions during the year but
this was the first competition
for the Chieftain guards.

Graduating Seniors

i

I
M
90

ROTC to Present Awards
At Spring Military Review
The S.U. military science department announced the
following awards will be made at the annual Spring Re-

view today:
Association of the United States Army Chieftain
award will be presented to
Cadet Lt. Col. Robert A. Lt. Col. Lan W. Larson, infantry; Lt. Col. Edward V. NySmith.
strom, armor; Cadet Maj.
Society of American MiliAndrews, artillery.
tary Engineersmedal toCa- Richard D.
Other
awards
will be given
det Lt. Col. Paul Y. Chinen.
following cadets for
to
the
BRANCH AWARDS: Cadet
scholarship and military activities: Cadet Maj. Richard M.
Kuhner, Cadet Lt. Col. James
H, Lowry, Cadet Capt. Joseph
J. Sedor, Cadet Ist Lt. John A.
Arnone, Cadet Lt. Col. James
Strock, Cadet Capt. Richard
E.
European
The S.U.
Tour for
Severson, Cadet MSgt. Gary
M.
1961, which was to have been
led by Fr. William Gill, S.J., J. Moergelli, Cadet Duncan S.
has been cancelled.The follow- McNab.
ing is a statement regarding
CADET MAJ. Phillip H.
the cancellation from the Very
Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J., pres- Bates, Cadet Ist Lt.Michael J.
Flynn, Cadet MSgt. Phillip D.
ident of S.U.:
Long, Cadet Ralph R. Johnson,
"IT IS UNFORTUNATE, Cadet Capt. Benjamin J. Hubthough understandable, that bard, Cadet Joseph
A. Bossi,
this year's European Tour had Cadet Cpl. William E.
Rowe,
to close out because of an inIst Lt. Robert F. Brensufficientnumber of applicants. Cadet
nan, Cadet Cpl. Lawrence F.
Fr. O'Callaghan's sudden and Dalby.
inopportune death which left
Cadet Lt. Col. John R. Mononly a short time for Fr. Gill,
his successor, to take up the rean, Cadet Ist Lt. Paul A.
reins, coupled with continuous Maffeo, Cadet MSgt. Timothy
and unsettled world conditions G. Burgman, Cadet SFC Larry
are but two of the many fac- E. Leens, Cadet MSgt. Robert
tors involved.
A. Finlon, Cadet SFC R. O.
"It is our hope that next Wallace, Cadet James W. Robyear's tour, led by Fr. Gill, will inson, Cadet MSgt. John H.
be the success that all our past Lenihan, Cadet SFC Hunter R.
MacKay.
tours have been."

Europe Tour Cancelled;
Fr. Gill to Lead 62 Trip

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS
TODAY:
AWS "Cotton Cornival," all day,
campus.
HOTC Spring Beview. 1:30 p.m.,
Ft.Lawton.
"Carousel" Tolo. 9 p.m. to midnight, Norselander.
SATURDAY:
Victoria Cruise, 8 a.m., C.P.R.
dock, Pier 64.
Baseball Game, U.W. vs. S.U.,
2 p.m., Graves Field.
Y. D.'s Carwash, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Foodland, 15th & East Pine.
Engineering Dinner Dance, 7
p. m., Colonial Manor Ball-

room.

SUNDAY:
Y. D.'s Picnic, noon to 5 p.m.,
Silver Lake.
Student Senate Meeting, 7 p.m.,
Conference room.
"Giant," 7 p.m. Pigott Audi-

Coffee Hour
An informal coffee hour is
planned by members of the
S.U. Art Club for May 31 at
32:30 p.m. in the Chieftain
banquet room. According to
Kathy Kleffner, the meeting is
open to all students.

ONE MONTH RENT-FREE

—

many other

—

FISH and CHIPS

PRAWNS

—

15th at E. MADISON

SCALLOP!

—

Pam Bendixen, Marycrest
Keystone Electric-Eye
Movie Camera

RAINIER 60' LANES
—

,

H

with FRIES and SALAD

—

— Decca Stereo Console

!!! Ii^hhJ

65c

We
CHICKEN DINNER
'/2 FRIED CHICKEN, SALAD, ROLL

WINNERS IN THE RECENT
PACK-SAVINS CONTEST
Intercollegiate Knights

The College Crowd goes
for our clean,
pleasant atmosphere
the friendliest in the West
Complete line of bowling equipment

advantages
COME SEE US!

NOW FEATURING:

BURGER BASKET
our DELUXE BURGER

Philip Morris Co.
Announces

OFFICE SPACE
AVAILABLE

fSE
W

torium.
MONDAY:
"White Caps" Meeting, 7:30
p.m., Marycrest lower lounge.
M. U. N. Meeting. African Affairs Discussion, noon, Chieftain banquet room.
Benefit Mixer, 10 p.m. to 12:30
a.m., Pigott Bldg. patio.
TUESDAY:
Memorial Day, no classes.
WEDNESDAY:
Pep Club Meeting. 12:30 p.m.,
Pigott Auditorium.
Art Club Coffee Hour, 12:30
p.m., Chieftain banquet room.
FRIDAY:
Baccalaureate Mass, 10:30 a.m.,
St. James Cathedral.

I
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For

mation

I9393
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MU 2-

■
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comfort

for cool bowling
Half Block South of Sick's Stadium
PA 2-0900
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Former Chieftain Player
Named in Bribe Scandals

S. U. Athletes Receive Awards

by
Si Blye. a former student at S.U., was named Wednesday
college
player
basketball
as
Attorney
another
New York District
approached with a bribe offer. Hogan's office reported that Blye
turned down the offer but failed to report it.
Failure to report a bribe offer is not a criminal offense.
admitted having played for a
professional touring team. Blye
THERE WAS NO indication was immediately suspended
whether the offer was made to
Blye before he entered S.U. or from the team and did not rewhile he was still in New York. turn to S.U. for winter quarter
Blye attended S.U. only one studies.
quarter and becameeligible for
one varsity game against MemDURING THE remainder of
phis State in fall quarter.
the season he played in the
Four days after the game he Eastern Leagife, a professional
circuit.
Before entering S.U. Blye
also played for the New York
Tuck Tapers, of the amateur
N.B.L. (now N.1.8.L.) and at
An out-manned faculty fast- Coalinga J.C.
ball team "edged" a co-ed team
Eddie O'Brien, S.U. athletic
19-12, in the annual renewal director, and Coach Vince Cazof a traditional "titanic" game zetta told The Spectator that
Wednesday.
the school was not involved,
Fr. John Dalgity, S.J., de- except insofar as Blye played
spite an onslaught of hits and one varsity game here, and
home runs, claimed a 1-hit that the athletic department
game, based on a "ground had not been contacted by the
rule" that any home run hit New York investigators.
to the outfield not covered by
a teammate did not count as a
BOTH MEN SAID there was
hit.
no indication that any of the
CLOSE PLAYS at the plate regular varsity team members
were covered by Bob Notske, had been contacted by gamwho caught for both teams and fa 1c r s or intermediaries involved in the bribe scandal inumpired as well.
vestigations.
The faculty roster included
Wednesday, Hogan named
Fr. Louis Gaffney, S.J., Fr.
Roger
Brown of Dayton and
S.J.,
Logan,
Fr. WilFrancis
as
liam Armstrong, S.J., Mr. Ev Cornelius Hawkins of lowa
Woodward, Mr. Bob Harmon intermediaries who introduced
ball players to Joseph Hacken
and Fr. Dalgity.
girls'
Playing for the
team who has been indicted on
were Fran Call, Maria Knoll, charges of conspiracy and bribGrace Orchard, Judy Maire, ery to fix basketball games.
Both Brownand Hawkins inJoan Janssen, Mary Davis,
Peggy Dibb and Cheryl Nem- dicated last summer they
might come to S.U. before they
eth.
Notske's team loyalty was finally decided to attend other
schools.
suspect.
1

Faculty Outsmarts
Coed Team, 19-12

Eleven awards were presented to outstanding S.U. athletes at the annual All-Sports
Banquet Wednesday night. The
dinner was hosted by the S.U.
athletic department and the
Graduates Club at the Washington Athletic Club.
THE MOSI- VALUABLE
Player Award for basketball
went to senior Dave Mills.
The varsity basketball Inspirational Award went to Ray
Butler, a junior transfer
whose sensational work on the
boards at the end of the season
helped the Chieftains to an atlarge berth in the NCAA preregionalplayoffs.

7

The Jon Arnt freshman basketball Inspirational Award
went to Steve Sander, a Seattle
Prep graduate, who ended the
Papoose season with an 11.04
shooting record.

THE VARSITY GOLF Inspirational Award went to Eddie Pearsall.
Two baseball awards were
given: The Dave Tripp Memorial Award for baseball's Most
Player was won by
Valuable
Mills,
ALONG WITH
Eddie Larry McCauley.
This is the
Miles and Tom Shaules received
second MVP award for Mcthe
as
members
of
certificates
years
"honorable mention" squad in Cauley, who won it two
a
freshman.
as
ago
the Catholic Digest's All-CathMcCauley's booming .388
olic basketball awards.
average, through last
batting
The Fr. Francis J. Logan,
only to Steve
S.J., Tennis Inspirational week was second
Award, went to Jiro Suguro, a Wandzilak.
Wandzilak, with a .428 avSeattle junior, who is a twoyear veteran of the Chiefs' erage, received the award as
the Chieftains' leading hitter.
"racquet squad."

S.U. Sweeps Two
S.U. Lettermen Consider From
Falcons
Campus
Club
a
Formation of
The S.U. Chieftains
header from the S.P.C.
swept

P

double

Eight representatives from each of the major sports

Falcons,

Brennan, Denny Sakamoto
Steve Wandzilak, Eddie Pear

"Athletes are known to more
people on campus, in the comton, Dave Irwin, Mike. Fische
munity and across the nation
and Fr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J
than the student body presiThey all agree that S.U dent. Thus they can play a bigshould have such a club if fo
ger part in helping project the
nothing else than to clear u
image of S.U."
the misconceptions that stu
Among the services the club
dents have about the athletes could provide, the athletessaid,
are refereeing for intramural
THE ATHLETES plan t
sports and supplying financial
representative
choose one
from help for projects such as sendeach sport to work with Day
ing Jim Preston to Africa.
Irwin, ASSU president, in
The athletes discussed the
forming a constitution for th
possible requirements for adclub.
mittanceinto the club.Some of
Irwinpointedout that nearly the possibilities were grade
all the colleges on the Wes
point average, interest and a
Coast have a lettermen's club varsityletter.
club,
Irwin
except S.U. Such a
said, could be a great asset to
FITNESS PROGRAM
the school.
CANCELLED
DAVE MILLS, speaking fo
The Physical Fitness prothe formation of the club, said gram tentatively scheduled for
today has been cancelled, according to John Kootnekoff,
intramural assistant.

sail,Greg Vermillion,JimPres

la

out. The victory was his fifth
in six decisions.

JIM ARNSBERG scattered
seven Falcon hits to win the
nightcap. The Falcons got
their only run by putting together three hits in the sixth.
The Chieftain attack was led
by Rich Kayla and Glenn Mattison. Both collected four hits
apiece, including Mattison's
two

IKS

*

T

1

91

doubles.
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Cold Drinks
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MALOLO* CORSAIR nautical print zip
racket with ov«r-j!z«d pocket and British
notched collar. Shown with medium
Hawaiian trunks Both of 100% fine cotton in color combinations of told and
blue Jacket $6 95 Trunks $695

RUGBY 100% cotton flaece deck shirt pull
over in trimmed colors of white, jold.
olive or navy. J5.95 TOP SIOERS deck
pants and the newest British SEA KNICKERS with regimental belt. Both of 100%
cotton in white, gold, natural, olive or
black

$5 95

and

$8

i|^'
'

W
&-/i
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CRICKET blazar slripad knit jacket in brilliant colony colon. >/, length tab sleeves
Tailored Hawaiiarutrunks. Both knit of
100% cotton. Vivid color combinations of
gold and spice. Button front cardigan
$8 95 Trunks $5 95
3BB^m vn

T

OPEN 11:00 a.m. 'til 10:00 p.m.
weekends 'til midnight

"PARIS SIDEWALK CAFE
IN SEATTLE"

aQ^tfeftii€C MaN
(With t British accent)

to the crisp,

colorful look of the California sun and sea

%

swimuear that Catalina so handsomely combines with the new British styling influent*.
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at no extra charge!
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MALOLO® BENGAL paisley print, zipper
front iacket with English accented collar
over medium length boner trunks. Both of
100% finest printed cotton in color combinations of gold, spice and blue. Jacket
$7.95 Trunks $4 95

CHUKKER CHECK houndstooth knit commander's jacket. Shown with square n§
trunks. Jacket knit of finest 100% cotton,
Trunks of cotton with rubber added tor
perfect fit Black, olive or gold with white,
Cardigan $7.95 Trunks $5.95

r^\i" Catalina, Inc., Lo» Angeles, California. Another fine \j^ Kayser-Roth Product.

NO CHARGE
Store your winter
clothing safely after
our complete mothproofing—

I

MALOLO* HARBOR LIGHTS giant zip
iacket with roll knit collar. Trim on sleeves
and pocket, with embroidered lantern
emblems Jacket of sturdy 100% cotton
gabardine. Square rig acetate, cotton and
rubber trunks. In white, gold and olive.
Jacket $8 95 Trunks $5.95

—

95

The SeAFaRINg MaN is
Chart your course

the Chieftains

lost a make-up game to Portland State, 6-4. The game was
called at the end of six, but
will be considered a full game.
Tomorrow, S.U. plays its final game against the U.W. in
a dedication game at Graves
Field. The field, named in honor of the late E. V. (Tubby)
Graves, long-time U.W. coach,
will be formally dedicated just
prior to the game at 2 p.m.
The game will be broadcast
on Radio KING.

1404 7th
ft

11-1, Friday.

5-0 and
S.U. discussed this week the feasibility of forming a
In the first game Frank
Chieftain lettermen's club.
Keenan limited the Falcons to
ATTENDING the meeting were; Dave Mills. Richie three hits in winning the shut-

/
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cleaners
1209 Madison

MA 4-6636

KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
Minor Repairs Free

V

Discounts to Seattle U. Students and Faculty

4-HOUR DRY CLEANING SERVICE

THE SPECTATOR
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Swans Elect
Two from S.U.
nursing

Executive Officers
Chided by Senators

Dave Irwin and Tom Mulledy, ASSU president and
were called on the carpet at Sunday's Student
Senate meeting for appropriating $50 for next year's leadership conference out of office expenses.
Irwin defended the executive department, saying
that the money was approTHE SILVER SCROLL Sapriated by the old adminisHawkins Day tolo was detration. He also said that die
by the Senate to be a
termined
the money could have come traditional event. This means
that the event will be assured
a date on the activities calentreasurer,

Friday,May 26,1961

'Help Wanted':

Sue Hackett to Edit
Spec's Summer Issue

An S.U.
instrucstunursing
and
an
S.U.
tor
Sue Hackett has been named editor of the back-toposident were elected to
school issue of The Spectator which will be published in
tions in the State of Wash- August. She announced that the paper will carry features
ington Associated Nursing for both returning and new students.
The issue will be mailed to all spring quarter freshStudents (SWANS) last week.

MISS MARY NIGG, S.U.
Nurses' Club adviser, was
chosen to be moderator of
SWANS. Sher y 1 Ver Steeg,
junior nursing major, was apRegistration for summer
pointed to represent SWANS
dar.
on the membership and pub- quarter at S.U. will be June
A BILL BY Burke McCorDave Irwin, in his officers licity committee of the Wash- 19, according to the registrar's
inick approved the $50 allot- report, recommended to the ington State Nurses Associa- office. First-term classes bement from the general fund. Senate to postpone considera- tion.
gin the following day, June 20,
In effect, this will merely tion of dropping CNCCS.
and end July 14. Independence
The S.U. Nurses' Club was Day, July 4, will be a holiday.
switch the allotment on the
with
U.W.
and
CaREBHAHN,
FR. ROBERT
co-hostess
ASSU books.
SECOND TERM in summer
Senator Gregg Lowe moved S.J., told the Senate that he brini Schools of Nursing for quarter
willbeginJuly 17, with
impressed
spring
with
convention.Thirteen
was
the
numthe
that expenditures from the offinal
examinations
scheduled
the
nursing
meetings
they
ber
that
didn't
schools
of
in
state
of
fice expenses be spent only for
Aug. 10-11. The quarter ends
Washington
have
to
call
off
because
of
the
of
attended
the
office materials.
Aug. 11.
lack of a quorum.
convention.
Ten dollars was appropriated
to buy a gavel to replace the
Virgin Diamonds
s?.4lMiltfe.?[
one presented to Dave Irwin,
past president of the Senate.
Precision Cut farMaximum Brilliance
\sf£zS\)(/^**M

Summer Registration
Scheduled for June 19

■

CLASSIFIED
term papers,
TYPING:
manuscripts. Reasonable. EA
3-3962.

M^SQ^pJTI

JOB OPENINGS for college men
who need to earn $1,600 this
summer. Car necessary. Call
PA 5-7326, 12-2 p.m. only, to
arrange appointment.
TWO APARTMENTS, both newly
decorated, utilities furnished.
Four-room, unfurnished, $75;
three-room, furnished, $65. Inquire: 414 Tenth Aye.

FOR RENT: June 15 to Sept. 1.
Three-bedroom furnished house
on bus line one mile from Seattle Univ. Reasonable rent.
Call Timothy Healy, EA 3-9400
—Extension 72.

E
Conveniently located in
our own building out of
high rent district.
Serving S.U. More
Than io Years

____ " E._ "EA
Diamonds

Watches

Silverware

-m

512 Broadway

m

mmm*
4-4410

- ., . .
.
Special Student Discounts
T£RMS
r

|p

theUniversityand allclubpres-

idents, asking for information
and suggestions for this issue,
be answered as soon as pos-

Every Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday
$1.00
Spencer Steak, Salad, Fries

FRANK KIEFNER

"-<

Sue requests that answers to
letters that were sent recently
to all heads of departments of

STEAK DAY

For Engagement Rings

Theses,

men, sophmores, juniors, and
non-graduatingseniors, as well
as all incoming freshmen.
ANYONE interested in working on the issue is requested
to contact Sue, or to drop into
The Spectator office at any
time. It is not necessary to
have beenon the Spec staff before, or to be attending sum-

DES|RED

The Cottage
15th and E. Madison
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Tareyton delivers the flavor,..
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Joe Sheriff's
Richfield
MOTOR TUNE UP
ELECTRICAL
LIGHT REPAIR
LUBRICATION BRAKES
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11th & E. Madison
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THE BROTHERS OF
HOLY CROSS
TEACHERS Are Needed!!

...

Men willing to dedicate their
lives to GOO and MAN
at home and in the missions:

CONTACT: Director of Vocations
Brother Gilbert Burke, C.S.C.
Notre Dame High School
13685 Riverside Dr.

Sherman Oaks, Calif.

DualFilter does it!
Here's one filter cigarette that's really different I
The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a unique
inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to make
the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with a
pure white outer filter— to balance theflavor elements in the smoke.
Tareyton delivers— and youenjoy— the best taste of thebest tobaccos,,

DUAL FILTER

TdVCytOYl

tf~~~^\
JL

' 'Pure, white

Outer filter

m

ACTIV/ATED

I»""
*ki *S**w&o ""CHARCOAL
I"CHARCOAL1

."':_.

pj

inner filter

